LEARN THE EASIER WAY
June 7 and June 28 from 9 -11.30 am

There are some people who are awash
with new ideas and can routinely critically
analyse processes to find better ways, but
for most of us we get comfortable with the
“way we do things”. We acknowledge
there may be better ways but our ways are
well known and the effort of facing change
can be deferred to later when we have
more time. That’s another way of saying
never.

Chris Murray - Director and
Creator of Auto Guidance

There is an easier way to learn new skills - observe and copy others that have tried and
tested them.
Deb Field and Chris Murray are showcasing what they have spent the last decade
perfecting and this is an ideal opportunity to fast track your own understanding and
knowledge. Leverage the time others have taken to learn skills that will directly benefit
you and your company.
Most of us are familiar with the word “Collaboration” but would each offer a different
interpretation of what it really is. Deb Field will be role playing a client meeting and the
consequent meeting of professionals to address her clients needs. Seeing this in action
will give you a clear idea of what and how to collaborate and a belief in the benefits it will
deliver.
Chris Murray has long recognised that historical data is no accurate guide to the future,
especially if you want to change the variables in your work process and want to test the
results. His solution is simple to implement and powerful to use, giving you solid data on
which to base decisions that impact tomorrows results. It is exactly the sort of thing that
your clients will love you for and if you needed to provide proof of concept to say your
capital raiser or lender, then look no further! What surprised me most is that he is
basically giving it away! Chris has developed a tool that teams can collaborate around,
secure that the results are the best possible with the given in puts. No more being led by
the strongest personality pushing their ideas forward!
About Chris Murray
Chris and his team have developed next generation software that automatically
generates supply chain and service business forecasting solutions for small and
medium-sized businesses. Your Auto-Guidance solution will help you grow your
business with forward visibility that is continually up-to-date.

Limited Workshop places - register for June 7 and June 28 workshops now.
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